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Figure 5

If  you have difficulty uncoupling your Locket-Socket TD, place the bow behind your 
knees (either standing or sitting) and with your forearms on the outside of your 
thighs, again gripping the upper half of the bow by the sight window with one hand 
and with the other hand grip the lower half at the horn below the grip (figure 5). Now 
spread your legs apart using their strength to separate the two halves.

We have included a tube of String Wax (catalog #316) with your new Locket-Socket 
TD bow. Occasionally apply a coat of wax to the stub end of your bow. This will pro-
vide lubrication (particularly important to prevent creaking in extremely cold tempera-
tures), plus repel moisture and insure long, quiet and trouble-free use of your take-
down system. In a pinch, Vaseline or vegetable oil will work also.

If, over time and use, the fit of the stub into the socket needs to be tightened, this 
can easily be done by Black Widow craftsman.



























If there is a deflection problem, a fully fletched arrow tipped with a field point corrects 
so quickly that it is difficult to identify the problem. However, when tipped with a 
broadhead, it takes much longer for the fletching to stabilize the arrow, thus adversely 
affecting both accuracy and penetration. In order to confirm that the quills of a 
fletched arrow are passing cleanly over the shelf, cut all but 1/8” of the feather off 
each of the three quills for use as test arrow #2 (figure 22). Test arrow #2 should be 
cut the same length we arrived at using test arrow #1 (bare shaft). If arrow #1 flew 
well, but arrow #2 does not, it is because of deflection from the quills due to the arrow 
nock not rotated to the proper position to allow clean passage of the quills.  The solu-
tion is to experiment by trial and error until arrow #2 will also fly straight to the target 
at a distance of about 15 to 20 yards.  You are now ready to shoot a fletched arrow 
tipped with a broadhead of the same weight as the field points used on test arrows 
#1 and #2.  If you use a broadhead that needs a screw-in adapter (such as a Magnus 
or Zwickey), be sure to match the weight of the field point to the total weight of the 
broadhead plus the broadhead adapter.

If you use a bow quiver, be sure to tune your bow and practice with arrows in the 
quiver because the extra mass weight may effect the spine that is needed and the 
way the bow shoots.

If you have a question or problem that you cannot solve, call Black Widow Custom 
Bows for assistance.
See Page 22 for a comparison of arrow shaft spine deflection and arrow weight.
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Figure 22


















